Program Guide
Week 25

EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, QLD, VIC & TAS)
Sunday June 14th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers
the latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

5:45 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - Match 21: Brazil V Spain - Live coverage as Brazil
take on Spain at the 2015 FIFA Women's World Cup. For the first time in Australian TV
history, SBS will broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada, live, free
and exclusive. (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers
the latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:15 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:45 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - Match 22: South Korea V Costa Rica - For the first
time in Australian TV history, SBS will broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World
Cup Canada, live, free and exclusive. (Football) CC **Live**

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

The World Game - Join Lucy Zelic, David Zdrilic and Craig Foster for a highlights and
previews of the A-league weekend, plus the best action, news and exclusive interviews
from around the football world. (An SBS Production) CC

2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC
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Sunday June 14th, 2015
4:00 pm

2015 Superbike World Championship - Round 7: Portimao, Portugal - Coverage of
Round 7 from the Superbike World Championship 2015 in Portimao, Portugal.
(Motorsport) CC

4:30 pm

World Of Cycling 2015 - All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the
world. Hosted by Mike Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC

5:00 pm

The Bike Lane - The Bike Lane showcases the very best in cycling, from pro tips, to the
latest race news, celebrity challenges and gear reviews. Hosted by Matthew Keenan and
with special guest Stuart O’Grady on the panel, The Bike Lane takes you into the world of
cycling culture from fixies and commuters, all the way to the top of the sport at the Giro
d’Italia. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC

5:30 pm

Inside The Cuban Missile Crisis - On October 22, 1962, President John F. Kennedy
informed the world that the Soviet Union was building secret missile bases on the island
of Cuba, 90 miles off the shores of Florida. The events of the next tension-filled 13 days,
known as the Cuban Missile Crisis, struck fear across the globe as the world teetered on
the edge of nuclear disaster. The fate of the planet ultimately lay in the hands of three
powerful men: Khrushchev, Castro and Kennedy. Cuban Missile Crisis: Three Men Go to
War explores the roles the three leaders played during some of the most dangerous
moments in history, set against the human stories of ordinary men in the field such as the
Soviet man who shot down the U2 piloted by U.S. Air Force Major Rudolf Anderson on
the worst day of the crisis. (From Ireland, in English, Russian and Spanish)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:35 pm

Michael Scott: Delphi: Why It Matters - Delphi was the centre of the ancient world. The
site of the famous Oracle, the city spanned two great classical civilisations - the Greeks
and the Romans - and attracted travellers from all over the ancient world. As well as
visiting to hear the wisdom of the Oracle, citizens from across the Greek world flocked to
the sanctuary to show off their riches and to boast about their latest victories in battle.
Within Delphi's sanctuary walls can be read the hopes and dreams, victories and failures,
confrontations and violence that defined an entire civilisation. In this program, Dr Michael
Scott walks through the pathways of Delphi revealing the voices of the ancients that still
ring loudly with every footstep. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Premiere**

8:40 pm

Stonehenge Empire - This documentary reveals the people who built Stonehenge, along
with their sophistication, ambition and power. A lost civilisation, rediscovered and
redefined, based on exclusive access to the biggest archaeological survey ever
undertaken of Stonehenge’s sacred landscape. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A)
CC
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Sunday June 14th, 2015
10:25 pm

Dateline Presents: The Lockerbie Bombing - Dateline presents this documentary
special about the Lockerbie Bombing. At 7.02 pm on Wednesday the 21st of December
1988, a device inside a Boeing 747 detonated at 31,000 feet killing all 259 people on
board and a further 11 on the ground. Suddenly the eyes of the world were on the sleepy
town of Lockerbie as it became witness and victim to one of the worst terrorist attacks in
history. This emotional documentary on the Lockerbie Bombing, pieces together the
experience of the relatives and those involved in the investigation to examine a crime that
linked two countries together in tragedy and changed the way we would travel forever.
(From the US) (Documentary) PG(A) CC **Premiere Special**

11:25 pm

Inspector Montalbano: The Gull's Dance - Inspector Montalbano's worst nightmare
begins when his trusted deputy Fazio goes missing. Convinced that he's off on an
investigation of his own, which may have gone bad, Montalbano comes across ominous
signs of a shootout. A witness reports having seen Fazio captured by two criminals who
spoke about throwing him into a well. But Montalbano is determined to find his colleague
alive at all costs. Directed by Alberto Sironi and stars Luca Zingaretti, Cesare Bocci and
Peppino Mazzotta. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Rpt) M (A,L,V)

1:30 am

Movie: The Last Days Of Emma Blank - A black comedy with overtones of the Theatre
of the Absurd. When the members of a family, held to domestic servitude by their dying
matriarch, discover there is no inheritance, they seek revenge on the bitter woman for all
she has put them through. Winner of the Golden Calf for Best Screenplay at the 2009
Nederlands Film Festival. Directed by Alex van Warmerdam and stars Marlies Heuer,
Gene Bervoets and Annet Malherbe. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch) (Comedy) (2009)
(Rpt) M (A,N,S,L)

3:10 am

Movie: Four Nights With Anna - A middle-aged hospital worker, who witnessed a brutal
rape, becomes obsessed with the victim after she lands a job as a nurse at the same
hospital where he works, but how far will he go before he finally loses control? Winner of
the Best Director award at the 2009 Polish Film Awards. Directed by Jerzy Skolimowski
and stars Artur Steranko, Kinga Preis and Jerzy Fedorowicz. (From Poland, in Polish)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MAV (A,V)

4:50 am

Silvia Colloca's Made In Italy Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments so far from
Silvia Colloca's culinary journey through Italy. (Food) CC
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Monday June 15th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Mirusia Beautiful That Way: Live In Holland - ‘Beautiful That Way’ is recorded in the
beautiful concert hall La Bonbonniére in Maastricht. You will be treated by an astounding
performance of Mirusia and special guest appearances of the Australian choir 'Vocal
Manoevres', accordionist Leon van Wijk and the Australian guest tenor Fraser Lane.
Experience how Mirusia can touch you with her beautiful voice and get carried away by
the romantic and personal melodies. (From Holland, in Dutch) (Music) (Rpt) G

2:00 pm

Chris Isaak Beyond The Sun Live - This special showcases Chris Isaak’s most
beloved hits and his personal tribute to the glory days of the legendary Sun Studio in
Memphis. Features music by Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins,
Roy Orbison and more. (From the US) (Arts/Entertainment) (Rpt) G

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Monday June 15th, 2015
3:30 pm

This Is Brazil! - Brasília & Rio de Janeiro - Brasília is the country’s capital and was
created in the middle of nowhere by architect Oscar Niemeyer. Hippies and new age
believers are drawn to the area because of a massive rock crystal that lies underground
and Fernanda spends a day with one of the city’s many mystic cults, ‘The Dawn Valley’,
and tries to get her head around their beliefs. She also pays a visit to the main temple
and centre of decision-making, Brazil’s National Congress. She wants to find out why
Brazil is so obsessed with football. After some serious political talk, it’s time to lighten up
and relish Rio de Janeiro. She ventures into a favela to meet Tia Léa, a cook that has
transformed her humble home into a restaurant popular with artists and politicians. (Ep.3)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

The Dales With Ade Edmondson - Vicar Ann Chapman hosts an end-of-season
sermon by Lake Semerwater in Wensleydale, and the milk wagon visits Carol and Phillip
Mellin's farm for the final time. Amanda and Clive Owen visit the Muker Show with their
five children, hoping to see out the summer in style. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt)
G CC

5:00 pm

Living Black - Inawintji's Story - Inawintji Williamson is an Anangu woman from the
APY lands who suffers from Renal Disease. She has been forced to move from her
remote homelands, family and friends to receive dialysis in Adelaide. (An SBS/NITV
Production) (Current Affairs) CC **New Episode**

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Italian Food Safari - Tonight, we head to Fremantle to join the last sardine fisherman on
the Western Australia coast - Jim Mendolia who supplies the fresh fish market.
Melbourne cook Rosa Mitchell shows Guy the secrets of her delicious classic recipe for
stuffed sardines. And Maeve visits the Baldino family at L'Abruzzese Pasta in Adelaide to
learn how all the various shapes of extruded pasta are made. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Michael Mosley: Pain, Pus And Poison - Pain - Dr Michael Mosley tells the
extraordinary story of how scientists learnt to use the world around us to heal our bodies
and conquer the common afflictions of pain, pus and poison. He explores how certain
chemicals were discovered, captured, understood and finally exploited. The first episode
explores how the scientific revolution really began with the isolation of morphine at the
start of the 19th century - and continued into the 20th century with the manufacture of
aspirin. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) PG (D) CC **Michael
Mosley Season**
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Monday June 15th, 2015
8:30 pm

Operation Maneater - Crocodile - Veterinarian Mark Evans uses technology to tackle
three deadly predators: the great white shark, Nile crocodile and polar bear. When these
animals attack humans, both sides lose. As more people are killed or maimed, more
animals are killed in retaliation. Evans wants to find ways to break this circle of violence
and protect both humans and animals. Follow him as he tries out ingenious high-tech
solutions to the most hostile wildlife conflicts on Earth. This episode, Mark travels to
Namibia’s Chobe River, a place that’s known as the croc attack capital of the world.
(Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG(A) CC **New Series Premiere**

9:30 pm

Death Row - Robert Fratta - Internationally renowned filmmaker Werner Herzog
explores what it's like to face death by speaking to prisoners who are on death row. This
episode Werner meets Robert Fratta, who was a public safety officer in Missouri City,
Texas, but is now facing the death penalty for organising the murder of his ex-wife. (Ep.2)
(From Germany, in English) (Documentary) MA(A) CC **New Episode**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:05 pm

Death: A Series About Life - Market Of Death - Death is not the end. For many it is the
way to make a living. How big is this market, which offers exist and which needs do they
meet? From the entertainment industry, to decorated coffins, to the armament industry,
we travel the world in search of the different ways in which death creates a chance for
profit. We want to secure economically our beloved ones against our death, we want a
worthy end to ourselves and our dear ones, we perhaps want to avoid death by resorting
to the alternative medicine and anti-ageing industry. In the end it might seem that the
market of death is everywhere. Perhaps without death the wheels of economy cannot go
round? (Ep.4) (From Norway, in English & Japanese) (Documentary) PG(A) CC **New
Episode**

12:10 am

Movie: Secrets Of State - Diane, a student, is recruited to the French Secret Service
and trained to infiltrate a terrorist network. At the same time, Pierre, a troubled youth, is
attracted to Islamist circles where he becomes involved in a plot to attack Paris. Both are
drawn into a chain of events from which they seem incapable of escaping. Directed by
Philippe Haim and stars Gerard Lanvin, Vahina Giocante and Nicolas Duvauchelle. (From
France, in French and Arabic) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MAV (V,S)

2:00 am

Movie: Mancora - Following his father's suicide and haunted by his inner demons and
hatred for the world in general, 22-year-old Santiago decides to escape the crude Lima
winter to take refuge in Mancora, a beach in the north of Peru where it is always summer.
Nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at Sundance, 2008. Directed by Ricardo de Montreuil
and stars Jason Day, Elsa Pataky and Enrique Murciano. (From Peru, in Spanish)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MA (D,S)
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Monday June 15th, 2015
3:45 am

Ohio Slave Girls: Their Story - Tells the chilling story of the three young women,
Amanda Berry, Gina DeJesus and Michelle Knight, who were imprisoned for 11 years on
Seymour Avenue in Cleveland. The program asks how they ended up trapped for years
in a house no one thought to look in and why they didn’t try to escape. It looks at the
psychology of how their captors succeeded in persuading the women to live with them in
a constant kidnap, and also examines the long term effects of the trauma on the women.
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M CC

4:40 am

The End - In this short film, a doomed character in an unfinished book fights back
against his author to take control of his own ending. (From France, in French) (2011)
(Comedy) M (L)
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Tuesday June 16th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers
the latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

5:45 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - For the first time in Australian TV history, SBS will
broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada, live, free and exclusive.
**Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers
the latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:15 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:45 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:15 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - For the first time in Australian TV history, SBS will
broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada, live, free and exclusive.

11:30 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Massive Moves - Cross Country Cabin - Anderson Building Movers haul a house,
along with its basement, 40km off-road, through the bush and down to the shores of
Deifenbaker Lake. Norlyn and Bonnie run a cattle ranch about 15 miles south of
Saskatchewan, they’re out in the country and off the grid, where Norlyn has lived his
entire life. William Johnson has helped them hatch a daring plan to move a 3000sqft
house to the farm, but there’s a catch - there aren’t many roads along the way. William
will have to improvise as the conditions of the terrain changes as he drags this house offroad. Will the house make it in one piece with its fragile basement? (From the UK)
(Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

1:25 pm

Around Midnight - The last journey of a fish as it sings its own requiem, from its sale at
the fish market all the way into the frying pan. (From France) (Short Film) (2011) G

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC
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Tuesday June 16th, 2015
3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

When We Left Earth: The Nasa Missions - Home in Space - One of the most complex
instruments ever built, the Hubble Space Telescope is expected to transform our
understanding of the Universe. But once it is in orbit, NASA discovers a serious problem,
a defective main mirror that leaves Hubble short-sighted. NASA sends a team of
astronauts to fix the problem, but it won't be easy. It is their greatest and highest profile
mission since the Apollo era. (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC

4:25 pm

Lichen - Through chance and coincidence, infinitely small decisions can produce new
life. (From Australia) (Short) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

North Sea Cycle Route - From The Highlands To Aberdeen - This documentary
explores the north- sea-facing, eastern coast of Scotland and England, which offers
powerful visual stimuli with its light, its atmosphere, its landscape and historic buildings.
Life in the sparsely populated coastal regions of these two countries is archaic and has
remained in close touch with nature. Endless expanses, dramatic cloud formations, hills,
moors, forests and lakes characterise the region, as do the steep cliffs and long sandy
beaches, fishing villages and lighthouses, castles, manors, parks and gardens. (Ep.2)
(From Germany, in English & German) (Documentary) G CC **New Episode**

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Italian Food Safari - Tonight's is all about the glorious tomato, with Guy joining tomato
grower John Monigatti on Echuca's black soil plains during harvest. Maeve then shares
tomato day with a large Calabrese clan - the Cipri family in suburban Sydney who have
made fresh tomato sauce every year since the patriarch Severio arrived in Australia 45
years ago. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Britain's Oldest Family Businesses - Toye - In the second episode we learn about
Toye and Co who make items of regalia such as medals, uniforms and ceremonial
clothing. They use traditional techniques to make items for the military, exclusive
societies, foreign leaders and even for The Queen. The business has been handed down
from father to son for hundreds of years but for the first time, a woman is in charge. Fiona
Toye goes on a journey to see how the business has evolved and survived for
generations. Meeting with historians and experts, she traces the roots of the family back
to the mid-1700s, when the Toyes were illiterate, artisan silk weavers in London’s East
End. This is the story of one family’s entrepreneurial drive across the generations, a
journey that’s taken them to the heart of the British establishment. (From the UK)
(Documentary) G CC **New Episode**
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Tuesday June 16th, 2015
8:30 pm

Insight - More survivors reveal what it takes to stay alive. A man who survived 946 days
held hostage in Iraq, the survivor of a dramatic bushfire and others share their stories
with Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**

9:30 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) (Current Affairs) CC **New Episode**

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

World Cup 2018 Qualifier: Kyrgyzstan V Australia – Live coverage as Australia’s
Socceroos begin their 2018 FIFA World Cup Qualifying campaign. **Live**

1:15 am

The Young Montalbano - Back to the Roots - Resigned to the end of the romance with
his girlfriend Mery, Montalbano throws himself into work, but he is soon shaken by the
arrival of the new deputy inspector of Vigata, the young Domenico Augello, which brings
with it a certain uneasiness. Later, at a traditional picnic in the square, a child is
kidnapped and Montalbano is called in to investigate. Stars Michele Riondino. (From Italy,
in Italian) (Drama Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) M (V,L)

3:20 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:00 am

Bradford: City Of Dreams - Depressed, decaying and culturally divided. Bradford in
Northern England is a city that has come to define the grim-up-north epithet, and with the
huge influx of immigrants from Pakistan, it has earned the label "Bradistan." Throw in two
sets of racially motivated riots, and its reputation appears sealed forever. Cue super-cars,
sleek restaurants, happening Shisha lounges and Asian multi-millionaires in their early
30s. The look is more Monte-Carlo than Islamabad - except with a few more terraced
houses and Yorkshire moors in the background. As well as the largest Muslim population
outside of London, Bradford has the youngest and fastest growing population. And the
young Bradfordians of today have a very different attitude to their parents: they want to
make it big, get rich, and show it off. (Part 2 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt)
M(L) CC
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Wednesday June 17th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

6:45 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - For the first time in Australian TV history, SBS will
broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada, live, free and exclusive.
**Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - For the first time in Australian TV history, SBS will
broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada, live, free and exclusive.
**Live**

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) (Current Affairs) CC **Encore**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Insight – Survival - More survivors reveal what it takes to stay alive. A man who
survived 946 days held hostage in Iraq, the survivor of a dramatic bushfire and others
share their stories with Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**

4:30 pm

Monster Bug Wars - Murderous Intent - A Leaf Cutter Ant faces a House Spider, a
Costa Rican Cellar Spider fights a Geophilid Centipede, a Tiger Jumping Spider fights a
Rainforest Jumping Spider, and a Katydid meets an Orange-mouth Tarantula. Then
Dinosaur Ants battle a bunch of Trap Jaw Ants. (Ep.5) (From Australia & the US)
(Documentary) (Nature) G CC **New Episode**
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Wednesday June 17th, 2015
5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Italian Food Safari - Tonight, Guy visits dedicated Melbourne artisan baker Daniel
Chirico and tastes bread straight from the oven. Guy then demonstrates a delicious
bread-based salad called panzanella. Maeve learns about the Italian passion for veal and
meets passionate Western Australian butcher Vince Garreffa. And celebrated Sydney
chef Nino Zoccali shows how easy it is to make a beautiful osso buco. (Commissioned by
SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Neil Oliver: Quest for Bannockburn - Day One: The Lead Up To The Battle - 700
years after one of the most significant conflicts in British history, Neil Oliver and Tony
Pollard go in search of both the real and imagined Battle of Bannockburn. With the help
of the country’s greatest minds, 3D computer generated graphics and a good old
fashioned spade, they’ll spearhead a nationwide hunt to solve the mystery of one of
Britain’s defining historical moments. (Part 1 of 2) (From Scotland, in English)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

24 Hours In Emergency - The Fall - This award-winning series continues with an
episode focusing on the huge variety of cases that come into King's emergency
department on a daily basis and the even more varied life stories that the patients and
their relatives have to tell. Sister Jen is on duty in Resus. She’s looking after 48-year-old
Bobby who’s been brought to King’s by his partner, Jackie, after having seizures at home.
Bobby has spent most of his adult life in prison, with a number of convictions for violent
crimes. While doctors control Bobby’s seizures he talks about his life, from being sent out
by his parents as a six-year-old child to steal dinner, being put into care, an approved
school, borstal and eventually prison. And he reflects on how Jackie has helped him to
turn a corner and change his life. (S.5,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(A,L)
CC **New Episode**

9:30 pm

The Legacy – Emil is desperate to find money to pay off his debts and Gro makes a play
to get her career back on track. (S.1,Ep.8) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series)
M(A,L) CC **New Episode**

10:35 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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Wednesday June 17th, 2015
11:10 pm

Movie: Ida - Anna, a young novitiate nun in 1960s Poland, is on the verge of taking her
vows when she discovers a dark family secret dating back to the years of the Nazi
occupation. Winner of Best Foreign Language Film of the Year at Academy Awards and
Golden Globes 2015. Stars Agata Kulesza, Agata Trzebuchowska and Dawid Ogrodnik.
(From Poland, in Polish) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) (class tba) **Premiere**

12:40 am

Movie: Murder Of The Inugami Clan - A web of deceit, adultery and greed manifests in
Kon Ichikawa's remake of his own 1976 cult hit about a murder investigation that reveals
years of hidden skeletons and a shocking family secret. Nominated for the Golden St.
George at the 2007 Moscow International Film Festival. Stars Koji Ishizaka, Junko Fuji
and Kikunosuke Onoe. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Thriller) (2007) (Rpt) M (A,V)

3:05 am

Janine - An intimate look into the frenetic life of the young virtuoso Janine Jansen, who
is the most downloaded classical artist of all time. We follow her through recording
sessions, rehearsals, concerts, marketing meetings and during the launch of her women's
magazine. This is a behind-the-scenes look at the pressures and responsibilities of a
modern artist, with a constant life on the road and a desire for perfection. (From the
Netherlands, in Dutch) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

4:20 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: the cultivation of the Boab of
the Kimberley; croquembouche with Jean-Francois Perron at Choco Cannelle in Sydney;
and Sunday lunch with the Basque community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt)
G CC

4:50 am

Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong Bitesize - Chef Luke Nguyen continues his culinary
journey across the Greater Mekong region of Southeast Asia. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Short) G
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Thursday June 18th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers
the latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

5:45 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - For the first time in Australian TV history, SBS will
broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada, live, free and exclusive.
**Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers
the latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:15 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:45 am

FIFA Women's World Cup 2015 - For the first time in Australian TV history, SBS will
broadcast the entire 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada, live, free and exclusive.
**Live**

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Living Black - Inawintji's Story - Inawintji Williamson is an Anangu woman from the
APY lands who suffers from Renal Disease. She has been forced to move from her
remote homelands, family and friends to receive dialysis in Adelaide. (An SBS/NITV
Production) (Current Affairs) CC **Encore**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Antiques Uncovered - Travel - Dr Lucy Worsley discovers how taking a holiday
became something everyone aspires to do, and she also meets a man with a life-size
train set. Antiques expert Mark Hill learns how intricate figures are put onto a piece of
Wedgwood, and he gets a sneak preview of the Titanic auction. (Part 2 of 3) (From the
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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Thursday June 18th, 2015
4:30 pm

The Dust Bowl - Dust to Eat - Filmmaker Ken Burns chronicles the worst man-made
ecological disaster in American history. By 1933, the people of the southern plains were
already weary of the year-long drought that had withered their crops and turned their
fields to dust. The prosperous years of bountiful harvests and high wheat prices were still
fresh in the memory, with farmers remaining optimistic even as the Great Depression
gripped the country and farm prices collapsed. Unfortunately the worst was yet to come.
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 4) PG (A) CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Italian Food Safari - Tonight, Maeve visits the crayfishermen off Geraldton and tastes
just how good a 'cray on the barbie' can be. Guy drops in on Melbourne chef Maurizio
Esposito to learn the secrets of his delicious crayfish gnocchi recipe. Maeve then seeks
out the best pizza and Guy discovers artichokes. Also, Sicilian-born gelato-makers
explain why Italian gelato is so good. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Destination Flavour Down Under - Southern Western Australia - Western Australia’s
wheat-belt is abundant with ancient crops, and on this journey from the outskirts of Perth
to Narembeen, Adam meets many hardworking farmers who have based their livelihoods
on unusual ingredients. It’s grape-picking season in the Swan Valley and, while visiting a
couple whose Croatian ancestors have been growing table grapes for centuries, Adam
whips up a grape and rosemary focaccia. He then visits a pistachio orchard nearby.
Peaches are also in season, so Adam lends a hand in a fruit-packing shed and makes an
Italian-inspired dessert with this fleshy stone fruit. He next meets a wheat-turned-quinoa
farmer and learns of the challenges of making the South American crop work. After
meeting a farmer running an Egyptian breed of sheep, Adam creates a Middle Eastern
lamb masterpiece. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

8:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's United Kingdom - Cumbria - Luke travels through the breathtaking and
spectacular Lake District in Cumbria. Atop the tranquil hills in the picturesque Lake
District, Luke cooks delicious local ‘Herdwick Hogget’ sheep, meets Annette Gibbons
whose passion for Cumbrian food earned her an OBE; Annette cooks some tantalizing
recipes using local ingredients. Luke is then taught the secrets of Haaf net fishing by local
experts - a skill left over from the Vikings and cooks a sensational fish dish with the ‘catch
of the day’. (Ep.6) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Heston's Mission Impossible - Royal Navy - Heston boards the nuclear-powered Royal
Navy sub, HMS Turbulent, to shake up the sailors' food. (From the UK) (Food Series) G
CC **New Episode**
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Thursday June 18th, 2015
9:30 pm

Dig - Prayer Of David - Peter’s obsession with the murder of Emma Wilson's murder
leads him to uncover an ancient coded secret and culminates in a race to discover the
final missing stone. Elsewhere, Debbie faces the consequences for her attempted
kidnapping of Josh. Meanwhile, Avram’s journey continues to Croatia while a deadly
assassin tracks his every move. (From the US) (Drama Series) M(V) CC **New
Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Confessions Of A Male Stripper - Male stripping is booming in the UK. Every weekend
in most major cities, women are paying to see men get naked. The Dreamboys is the
biggest male stripping agency of them all and ex-stripper David Richards is in charge. He
claims to know what women want, and is prepared to do whatever it takes to give it to
them. David is on the search for some 'fresh meat' to join his London troupe and meets
the men that come forward to auditions. Who are they, why are they doing it and what
impact is it having on their life? Like never before, this First Cut film lifts the lid on this
exotic world of sex, fantasy and temptation and shines a light on the private lives of the
men whose job it is to bare all. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(S,N,L)

11:55 pm

Movie: Rabbit Without Ears - Gossip-columnist Ludo Decker finds himself sentenced to
300 hundred hours of community service in a day care centre after he literally crashes a
private celebrity party. The centre is run by his uptight former schoolmate Anna, a woman
he used to bully when they were at school; she hasn't forgotten and is prepared to use
her new-found power to get her own back. Winner of the 2008 German Comedy Award
for Best Film Comedy. Directed by and stars Til Schweiger, and also stars Nora Tschirner
and Matthias Schweighofer. (From Germany, in German) (Romantic Comedy) (2007)
(Rpt) MA (A,S)

2:00 am

Movie: Rabbit Without Ears 2 - Tabloid reporter Ludo and kindergarten teacher Anna
have been living together for two years and there are signs of wear and tear in their
relationship. Their love is really put to the test, however, when Ludo's old girlfriend and
Anna's ex-boyfriend re-enter their lives. As Ludo and Anna become mired in jealousies
and disappointments, can their love survive the scheming of their former flames?
Directed by and stars Til Schweiger. Also stars Nora Tschirner, Matthias Schweighöfer
and Ken Duken. (From Germany, in German) (Romantic Comedy) (2009) (Rpt) MA (S,N)

4:10 am

Snowtrapped - This gripping documentary details several extraordinary stories of
people who have become snowtrapped. Drawing on first-hand testimonies, hear
astonishing stories of hikers who were lost in the snow for days, miraculous tales of
survival from people who crossed paths with mighty avalanches, and harrowing recounts
of people who were buried in their cars. These incredible stories are made all the more
powerful by using the footage the contributors filmed themselves. Some of it shot in their
darkest hours, is heart-wrenching; some of it, terrifying. All of it will put you on the edge of
your seat. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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Friday June 19th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Friday June 19th, 2015
3:30 pm

Inspector Rex - Sleepless Nights - An undercover policeman, Michele Rossi, infiltrated
in a major criminal organisation, is ambushed and killed by two mysterious professional
killers. Inspector Terzani, a close friend of the victim, disobeys Gori's orders and conducts
his own investigation. In incognito, Terzani and Rex get themselves admitted as patients
in a luxurious private clinic run by an important specialist, Dr. Nevio Cangelosi. (From
Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Fugu And Tako - Two Japanese salary men's lives literally transform when one of them
eats a live puffer fish in a sushi bar. (From Australia, in Japanese) (Short Film)

4:40 pm

Trevor McDonald: Mighty Mississippi - In this three-part series, Sir Trevor McDonald
ventures 4000 kilometres up the mighty Mississippi river to examine how this magnificent
waterway has played a central role in the most dramatic events in American history. In
the final episode, Trevor talks baseball in St Louis, visits the town that inspired the
Huckleberry Finn novels, explores the heavily guarded Rock Island - one of the largest
weapons manufacturing facilities in the world, meets the Mayor of Minneapolis, and
learns an intriguing fact about cheerleading. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final)
(Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Heston's In Search Of Perfection - Chilli Con Carne - Culinary alchemist Heston
Blumenthal recreates favourite dishes: this time, chilli con carne. The quest takes him to
the Washington DC Chilli Cook-Off competition where he samples the 'Chuck Norris
chilli', and a chocolate chilli. Convinced that the essence of the dish lies in its heat, he
samples a variety of chilli peppers including the Somalian Hot and the Devil's Penis. The
finished dish includes bourbon and beef short ribs, accompanied by a sour cream sorbet
and sweetcorn muffin. (S.2,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

The Easter Island Heads - This documentary aims to unlock the mysteries of the most
recognisable statues on earth - the giant stone heads of Easter Island. The program
explores how the thousand giant stone heads of Easter Island were made, and why. Plus,
examines why the Islanders all toppled, except one. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC
**Premiere**
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Friday June 19th, 2015
8:30 pm

Knights - For Fame And Honour - Gaining honour, respect and glory is all-important to
the medieval knight. And embarking on a crusade to the Holy Land in pursuit of the
‘infidels’ is one way of getting tithe story of Heinrich von Neuffen provides unprecedented
insights into this largely unknown aspect of the crusades. But beyond the pious motives
of the crusades, courtly love also played an important role in the life of a knight. Fighting
for a lady’s favour in the joust could elevate him to superstar status. Impressive fighting
prowess would be rewarded with admiration and popularity everywhere. Only the glory of
fictional superheroes like King Arthur, Percival, Roland or Tristan could surpass that of a
successful knight. (Part 2 of 3) (From Germany, in German) (Documentary) M(A,V) CC
**New Episode**

9:30 pm

Sex for Sale with Rupert Everett - Prostitutes are often seen as either immoral
individuals or exploited victims, but in this authored two-part special, Rupert Everett gets
behind the stereotypes and hears the unvarnished truth from both sex workers and their
clients. (Part 2 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA (S, A)

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Movie: The Sex Of The Angels - Struggling dancer Bruno is in love with his girlfriend
Carla, but when the handsome Rai moves in downstairs from the couple, he and Bruno
bond over their love of dance and sparks begin to fly. (From Spain, in Catalan & Spanish)
(Film) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) MA(S)

12:50 am

Movie: The Country Teacher - Petr, a gifted and sensitive young teacher, takes a job in
a small village, but soon his reckless ex-boyfriend appears and sets in motion a shocking
and dangerous turn of events that will change everyone's lives forever. An intimate tale
about secret desire, rejection and the search for love. Official selection at the Venice and
Toronto Film Festivals. Directed by Bohdan Sláma and stars Pavel Liska, Zuzana
Bydzovská and Ladislav Sedivý. (From the Czech Republic, in Czech) (Drama) (2008)
(Rpt) MA (A)

2:55 am

Movie: Castaway On The Moon - After failing to commit suicide by jumping from a
bridge, Mr Kim is stranded on an isolated island in a Seoul river. Beginning a new backto-nature life on the island, his exploits attract the curiosity of lonely recluse, and a love
affair begins via a message in a bottle. Winner of the Audience Award at the 2010 Oslo
Films from the South Festival. Directed by Lee Hae-jun and stars Hong Min-heui, Jang
So-yeon and Jeong Jae-yeong. (From South Korea, in Korean) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M
(A,L)
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Saturday June 20th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

Tamara Rojo's Swan Lake - Artistic Director and lead principal dancer of the English
National Ballet, Tamara Rojo, reveals what it takes to prepare and perform ballet's most
emotionally and technically demanding part - the dual role of Odette, the White Swan and
Odile, the Black Swan. It demands a ballerina with great acting skills, extreme stamina
and the ability to master complex choreography, as well as the capacity to dance 32
fouettés perfectly. Beyond the performance, Rojo reveals the real life of a leading dancer
backstage and what goes into the preparation of this most challenging of roles - the
sacrifices and the rewards. (From the UK) (Arts) (Dance) (Rpt) G CC
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Saturday June 20th, 2015
3:10 pm

Mastroianni, The Ideal Italian - This program examines the life and enduring appeal of
the symbol of Italian manhood and the Latin lover from the sixties onwards, the first and
perhaps last truly international Italian movie star, who was launched to success in his
starring role in Fellini’s, “La Dolce Vita”. With extensive film and interview-based archives,
this documentary allows Mastroianni to tell his own story and explore all the complexities
and ambiguities that went towards making him such an irresistible force. A favourite of
directors like Fellini, Visconti and Antonioni, he also frequently starred opposite
celebrated stars like Sophia Loren and Claudia Cardinale. (From France, in Italian,
English & French) (Documentary) (class tba) CC **Premiere**

4:10 pm

Souvenirs De Serge - Thirty years after their separation, and twenty years after his
death, actress Jane Birkin goes back, dipping into the memories of the family holidays
she shared with French music legend Serge Gainsbourg. With honesty and wit, Birkin
narrates her own Super 8 films. What emerges is a different image from the notoriously
provocative singer and songwriter; in its place we see Serge the protector, the clown,
tenderly looking after his wife and children. (From France, in English) (Documentary)
(Rpt) PG CC

4:55 pm

Contact - David Hurn: The Beatles - The Beatles: a musical and cultural phenomenon
that changed the history of music. British photographer David Hurn takes us to the
swinging London introducing us to the legendary photo session with The Fab Four. (From
Italy, in English) (Documentary Series) (Arts) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - David Baddiel: British comedian and author David
Baddiel goes in search of his industrialist Jewish family's roots in Russia's Kaliningrad.
(From the UK, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC WS

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Secrets Of The Manor House - Hampton Court - Exactly 100 years ago, the world of
the British Manor House was at its height. It was a world of luxury that that has provided a
majestic backdrop to a range of movies and popular costume dramas to this day. But
what was really going on behind these stately walls and under the servants’ stairs? This
episode looks beyond the fiction to the truth of how life was in these ancient British
houses, and how mounting financial, political and social pressures were about to bring
momentous changes to both the wealthy and their servants. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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Saturday June 20th, 2015
8:30 pm

Rockwiz Salutes The Decades - The 80s - From New Romantics to No Nukes, MTV to
INXS, the Rubik’s Cube to the compact disc, RocKwiz salutes the wonderful world of the
80s and has a fine time doing it! The episode features Jordi and Scarlett from San Cisco
covering Soft Cell’s ‘Tainted Love’, before Kate Ceberano stuns the crowd with a faithful
version of Blondie’s smash hit ‘Rapture’, the first #1 in America to feature rapping.
Scarlett shares an embarrassing Molly Meldrum story and Kate speaks candidly and
eloquently about the music and fashions of the 80s and special guests include head
Hoodoo Guru, Dave Faulkner and Connie Mitchell from Sneaky Sound System. (Ep,4)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment) PG CC **New Episode**

9:30 pm

Movie: La Vie En Rose - Explores the often troubled life of Edith Piaf. While singing on
the streets of Paris as a teen, Piaf is discovered by club owner Louis Leplée, and this
chance encounter changes her life. Her powerful voice takes her all over the globe, but it
can't guard her from the pain and suffering she must bear. Winner of two Academy
Awards, including Best Actress for Marion Cotillard. Directed by Olivier Dahan and also
stars Emmanuelle Seigner and Gérard Depardieu. (From France, in French) (Drama)
(2007) (Rpt) M (A,L) **Music in the Movies Season**

12:05 am

Movie: Coco Chanel And Igor Stravinsky - The love affair between two 20th century
icons is dramatised in this period drama. In Paris in 1920, Coco Chanel offers to take the
homeless and broke composer Igor Stravinsky into her home, beginning a passionate
affair of the heart. Nominated for a 2010 César Award for Best Costume Design. Directed
by Jan Kounen and stars Anna Mouglalis, Mads Mikkelsen and Elena Morozova. (From
France, French and Russian) (Biography) (2009) (Rpt) MA (S) CC

2:10 am

Movie: Sita Sings The Blues - Filmmaker Nina Paley shares the details of her marriage
breakdown through three very different animation styles and an original re-telling of 'The
Ramayana of Valmiki', the greatest break up story ever told. (From the US) (Film)
(Animation/Musical Bollywood) (2008) (Rpt) PG(A)

3:45 am

How Small Is The Universe? - This mind-bending documentary visits some of the
biggest and most thrilling experiments on the planet in the search for the smallest objects
in the universe. On top of a mountain in the Canary Islands a strange machine is
collecting radiation from some of the most distant and cataclysmic events in the universe.
More than just a bizarre looking telescope, it's actually the eyepiece of the biggest
microscope in the universe and scientists are using this huge machine to find the smallest
thing in the universe. Using an innovative graphic device, this documentary delves
deeper into inner space and reveals the experiments reaching for the smallest imaginable
scale. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

4:45 am

Tender - Max and Cate meet and straight away it's on with no restraint. But are they
fooling around or falling in love? 'Tender' charts the uncertain path through casual sex
towards love - or something else. (Australia) (Short Film) (Drama) (2011) MA(S)

